New Horizons Paper Model Assembly Instructions
Ver 1/3/06
This scale model of the New Horizons spacecraft is designed for anyone interested, although it might be
inappropriate for children younger than about ten years of age. Children should have adult supervision to
assemble the model.

YOU’LL NEED THE FOLLOWING:
r
r

r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

A good pair or scissors.
An art knife, such as X-ACTO® #11, with a sharp new blade. Children must have adult
supervision to use an art knife. You'll also need a cutting surface such as a linoleum pad, or
thick chipboard, when using the art knife. Use caution
Wooden toothpicks for applying glue.
Glue. Use regular white glue (Elmer’s Glue-All® or equivalent). You might also try a thick white
glue, sold in art and fabric stores, called “TACKY GLUE” (Aleen’s or equivalent).
Doublestick tape or a low-moisture glue, such as a glue stick.
A pencil or pen.
A metal ruler to use as a straight edge.
Space. Set up a well lighted, comfortable work area, with room to set glued parts to dry.
Time. Don't hurry. Plan for about 2 hours if you concentrate solely on assembly.
Patience. Be sure you understand how parts are going together. Try fitting the parts together
dry first before you apply glue.

TIPS
•

Read all of these instructions. Examine the parts sheets and read the names of all the parts. Look for
names on some of the tabs. Notice the difference between the top and bottom decks as well as the top
and bottom of the center column.

•

When referring to folding tabs up and forward mean towards the side with the spacecraft graphics.
Down and back mean away from printed side

•

When instructed to fold a part, consider scoring it first. To do this, line up a metal ruler or straight edge
along the line to be folded, and very lightly scratch it with an art knife, only breaking the surface of the
card stock. You have to be very careful not to cut through if you do this. While this is more time
consuming, it will result in much neater folds, and may help the parts fit together properly.

•

The liquid glues work best when applied very thin and given a half minute to soak in and dry a bit.
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ASSEMBLY
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

Cut out spacecraft TOP DECK and BOTTOM DECK.
Cut out and remove material from deck center holes.
Form folds along edges where RTG mount sections meet gold deck sections.
Fold center hole tabs upward.
Fold back white portions of BOTTOM DECK center hole tabs.
Cut out SPACECRAFT SIDEWALLS.
Fold back all the tabs along wall edges. Notice names of wall section tabs.
Form folds between walls sections.

SPACECRAFT BODY
r

Cover top side of each ‘long wall tab’ on spacecraft walls with doublestick tape or glue
stick.

r

With wall section lying flat and facing up, align long edge of TOP DECK on fold of ‘long
edge tab’ marked ‘Top Deck’.
Attach and rub to assure adhesion.
Repeat for BOTTOM DECK.

r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

Spread thin film of glue on tabs of one
‘short sidewall’ section.
Secure tabs to undersides of top and
bottom decks.
Make sure assembly is not twisted.
Repeat for other short sidewall.
Spread thin film of glue on tabs of one
‘diagonal sidewall’ section.
Secure tabs to undersides of top and
bottom decks.
Make sure assembly is not twisted.
Repeat for other diagonal sidewall.

.
r
r
r
r

Spread thin film of glue on tabs of one
‘RTG mount’ sidewall section.
Secure tabs to undersides of top and
bottom decks.
Repeat for other RTG mount sidewall.

Spacecraft sidewall attachment

Fold RTG mount end tabs one over the other. Place a dab of glue between each and hold
flat until glue sets.

CENTER COLUMN
r Cut out CENTER COLUMN. Do not fold tabs.
r Curl CENTER COLUMN into cylinder with long tab behind other end.
r Apply glue and align so dashed line near long tab is just covered by other edge.
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r
r
r

r
r
r
r
r
r

Insert center column through TOP DECK and BOTTOM DECK center holes so CENTER
COLUMN sticks out evenly. Make sure all tabs in both deck center holes remain outside of
holes.
Position CENTER COLUMN on so white portions of BOTTOM DECK tabs fold over bottom
edge of CENTER COLUMN.
Apply glue to back of BOTTOM DECK center hole tabs and secure grey portion to outside
of CENTER COLUMN and white portions to inside.
Apply glue to backs of TOP DECK center hole tabs and secure to CENTER COLUMN, so tab
ends align with top edge of graphics on CENTER COLUMN.
Cut out PROPELLANT TANK.
Fold tabs forward.
Insert PROPELLANT TANK into bottom of CENTER COLUMN with graphics and tabs facing
out.
Position PROPELLANT TANK so ends of tabs align with bottom edge of CENTER COLUMN.
Orient PROPELLANT TANK so triangular pattern points straight away from RTG mount.
Apply glue to back of PROPELLANT TANK tabs and affix to inside walls of center section.

RTG
r Cut out RTG THERMAL SHIELD.
r Fold in half and glue.
r Trim away any edges sticking beyond either side.
r

Cut out RADIOISOTOPE THERMAL GENERATOR (RTG) body and RTG END CAP.

OPTION: Here is a higher fidelity RTG body with cooling fins. Follow these steps and
substitute it for the RTG from the model Document.

r
r

r

Cut out RTG body
Score folds along dotted
lines on opposite sides of
RTG body
Fold part along dotted and
scored lines as shown below

r

Glue fins together

r

After glue has set cut out
tapered sections of fins as
shown
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r
r
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Curl RTG body long-wise so small tabs are on each end of resulting cylinder.
Glue long tab behind other edge. Align so edge is just short of graphics.
Fold over tabs of one end of RTG body.
Place glue between tabs and secure together. Use flat end of pen or pencil inside RTG to
press end tabs against.
Make sure folded end stays circular.
Glue folded end of RTG body to THERMAL SHIELD, centered on white circular mounting
area. Use flat end of pencil or pen inside RTG to press RTG body firmly to THERMAL
SHIELD. Let set.
Fold over tabs of other end of RTG, placing glue between each.
Place RTG END CAP over tabs and hold in place until set.
Apply film of glue over rectangle on back of THERMAL SHIELD.
Attach RTG and shield to end of RTG mount of spacecraft body.
Align edges of THERMAL SHIELD square to decks and walls.

HIGH GAIN ANTENNA
Cut out HGA TOP and HGA BOTTOM. Cut out pie shaped sections. Cut ‘radial tabs’ in
center of HGA TOP.
r Place doublestick tape or glue stick on backside of HGA TOP around outside edge. If using
tape place it so it extends beyond edges. Avoid overlapping layers of tape.
r Place doublestick tape or glue stick down both edges of pie shaped cut of HGA TOP and
HGA BOTTOM. Do not cover center ‘radial tabs’ on HGA TOP.

r

r
r

r
r
r
r

With HGA TOP lying face down, mount
HGA BOTTOM on back of HGA TOP.
Center HGA BOTTOM and rotated with
respect to HGA TOP as shown in
illustration.
Rub to assure adhesion.
Trim any edges or tape sticking
beyond either side.
Form HGA (top and bottom) into cone
with HGA TOP on inside surface.
Rub seams to assure adhesion

Attachment of HGA BOTTOM to HGA TOP

FEEDHORN
r Cut out HGA FEEDHORN and ‘extra material for handling’ as marked.
r Curve into a cone shape with black portion inside. This takes patience.
r Once well formed place glue on face of tab and affix.
r When glued, cut away ‘extra material for handling’ down to black line. Trim into black
portion as needed to make cone even.
r

Place beads of glue on tabs of ‘radial tabs’ in center of HGA TOP.
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r

Press HGA FEEDHORN cone halfway into ‘radial tabs’ and hold it aligned with HGA until
glue is set.

r

Fold in tabs on top of spacecraft CENTER COLUMN. Leave tabs partly folded over.
Apply glue to outside portion of CENTER COLUMN tabs.

r
r

With HGA aligned so seam on HGA TOP is pointing straight back, press back of HGA onto
glued tabs of spacecraft CENTER COLUMN. Adjust so HGA is centered on CENTER
COLUMN and level with spacecraft deck.

SECONDARY
r Cut out HGA SECONDARY DISH and curve into cone with color on the inside.
r Place glue on face of tab and affix to back side of other edge of cone. Align so line on tab
is just covered.
r
r

r
r
r
r
r

Cut out SECONDARY SUPPORTS with ‘extra
handling for material’
Form folds where each support leg joins grey
center section along inside edge of support
legs.
Fold each support leg in half lengthwise.
Use doublestick tape or glue stick to affix
supports legs halves together.
Cut away ‘extra material for handling’
Fold forward tabs on ends of each support leg.

Fold pattern for HGA SECONDARY
SUPPORTS

Using the seam on the backside of the HGA SECONDARY DISH as a reference, lightly draw
two more lines dividing secondary into thirds
radially

.
r

r

r

r

With the HGA SECONDARY DISH and
SECONDARY SUPPORTS face down, position
support legs with the center section pointing
away from secondary dish.
Glue end tab of one leg of each support leg
pair to back of HGA SECONDARY DISH, with
tab fold aligned with 1/3 division marks.
Glue end tab of other leg of each support leg
pair to back of secondary, with fold abutted to
fold of adjacent support leg tab.
Glue center section of each HGA
SECONDARY SUPPORT over alignment
rectangles on face of HGA TOP. Adjust
positions so HGA SECONDARY DISH is level
and centered over HGA FEEDHORN.
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REX AND SUPPORTS
r Cut out REX SUPPORTS with ‘extra
material for handling’.
r Form folds thru short portions of center
sections, folding legs forwards.
r Form folds down long portion of legs
bending halves backwards.
r Cut away ‘extra material for handling’
r Glue folded support legs together.
r Glue two parts of third leg together.
r Fold pointed end tabs forward.

Fold pattern for REX SUPPORTS

r

Apply glue to pointed tabs of REX SUPPORTS and affix to gold rim of HGA SECONDARY
DISH where HGA SECONDARY SUPPORTS join HGA SECONDARY DISH.

r

Cut out REX disk and glue to top of REX SUPPORTS.
CONGRATULATIONS, YOUR NEW HORIZONS MODEL IS COMPLETE.

Created by: Vaughn Hoxie
November 2005
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New Horizons
1/25 scale Paper Model
New Horizons is the ﬁrst mission to the last planet. Build this
model of New Horizons and learn about the spacecrafts systems.
Then follow the progress of the mission as it swings past Jupiter
out to Pluto-Charon and on to the Kuiper Belt.

Parts Set ver 1/11/06
6/26/06

The New Horizons spacecraft is about 6 ft (2 m) on a side and 2 ft (60 cm) tall, about
the size and shape of a grand piano. It contains a propulsion system, a thermal
control system, redundant computer, navigation and communications sytems, as
well as a suite of science instruments, all weighing a mere 1054 lbs (478 kg).
PEPSSI
A plasma sensing instrument, the Pluto Energetic Particle Spectrometer
Investigation (PEPSSI), will search for neutral atoms that escape Pluto's
atmosphere and subsequently become charged by their interaction with the
solar wind.
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This structure, used to mount the RTG power
system to the spacecraft, is made out of titanium.
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The special properties of titanium; high strength per
do
weight and low heat transfer are well suited to
supporting the heavy RTG during launch and keeping
the very warm RTG from over-heating the spacecraft
and instruments
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Reaction Control Jets
The New Horizons spacecraft controls its attitude in space through
the use of short bursts from these small thrusters arrayed around
the vehicle. Each thruster contains a catalytic bed that splits the
For maximum data rate the
monopropellant hydrazine into hot component gases which jet
high gain antenna must be kept
out and gently nudge the spacecraft.
pointing at Earth. If the
spacecraft loses track of its
attitude, this Sun Sensor will allow
fold
the spacecraft to regain a sun pointing
up
orientation and start an Earth search.

Sun Sensor

Propellant Tank

How to slim-down a spacecraft
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This tank, made of corrosion resistant
Titanium and nestled in the center of
the spacecraft where it can be kept
warm, carries 170 lbs (78 kg) of liquid
hydrazine to supply the reaction control
jets for the entire 15+ year duration of the
New Horizons mission.

Sitting just below the tank is a low gain antenna whichs provides low
speed communications with Earth when the spacecrafts high gain
antenna is pointing away.
The weight of the spacecraft structure
is minimized by using honeycomb
aluminum panels. The 1” thick panels
are made of 1/8“ cell aluminum
honeycomb core with 0.005” thick
aluminum foil sheets bonded to each
face. This design cuts the weight of
each panel to 1/9 that of an equally
strong solid aluminum panel.

The reaction control system is the sole means the New Horizons spcecraft
has to alter its course after it seperates from the launch vehicle 3rd
stage. With the ability to change its speed by less than 300 m/s, New
Horizons will only be able to alter its course by less than two degrees at
Pluto. In-ﬂight manuevers must be carefully budgeted to save propellant
for Kuiper Belt Object intercept manuevers.

Some of the instrument’s names are acronyms made up from longer names, but
others are not. In particular the original, longer name of the acronym Alice no
longer ﬁts. Likewise when MVIC and LEISA were combined into a new
instrument, there was no reasonable acronym, so who better to
b
a
accompany Alice “to the moon” Charon, than Ralph?
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SWAP
The Solar Wind At Pluto instrument will measure
charged particles from the solar wind near Pluto to
determine whether it has a magnetosphere and how
fast its very thin atmosphere is escaping.
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LoRRI

Shown with its cover open, the Long
Range
Reconnaissance Imager is the highest resolution
instrument on-board. Its 8.2-inch (20.8 cm) telescope
focuses visible light onto a panchromatic 1024 x 1024
pixel charge coupled device (CCD). At Pluto LoRRI
will take images able to resolve football-ﬁeld sized
features.
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Using a single telescope with a 3 inch (6 cm) aperture,
this compound instrument collects many wavelengths of
light to obtain high resolution surface composition maps of
the surfaces of Pluto and its moons Internally one section,
the Multispectral Visual Imaging Camera (MVIC) operates at
visible wavelengths and another the Linear Etalon Imaging
Spectral Array (LEISA) senses infrared (heat radiation)
wavelengths.
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Dual cameras are used to compare the
observed star ﬁelds against an on-board
database of more than 18,000 star patterns.
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Star Trackers

Alice is an ultraviolet imaging
spectrometer that will probe the
atmospheric composition of Pluto. A
"spectrometer" is an instrument
that separates light into its
Fold
down constituent wavelengths, like a
prism, only better. An "imaging
spectrometer"
both
separates the different
wavelengths of light and
produces an image of
the target at each
wavelength
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As the New Horizons mission progresses, maintaining the internal temperature
is a changing balance between heat production and heat loss. Early in the
mission solar heating and excess heat from the RTG power system has to be
radiated away. As the spacecraft recedes from the sun and RTG heat
production drops, keeping every bit of available heat becomes critical.
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During periods of reduced electrical needs excess power is radiated to space as heat. Several of these shunt radiators, painted
off-white and located around the outer spacecraft are used to
essentially heat deep space.
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Shunt Radiators
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Louvered Radiators

The louvers on these radiators rotate to
expose more or less of the underlying surface to
the cold of deep space. Using these radiators to control
the heat ﬂow the internal temperature is maintained near
room temperature.

Why is it crinkly looking and gold?

SDC

To keep heat from escaping to deep space the
entire spacecraft is wrapped in Multi-Layer
Insulating (MLI) blankets. One side of each
mylar layer reﬂects heat inward and the other
resists radiating it outward. The several layers
MLI are loosely held ~1.5” (4 cm) apart and off
of the spacecraft decks. Once in space the
vacuum between the layers prevents heat from
conducting between them so the system acts
like a thermos bottle inside a thermos bottle.

The Student Dust Counter, designed, built and operated
by students at the University of Colorado, faces in the
direction of spacecraft travel so is exposed to dust particle
impacts. By studying the distribution of dust left over from
the formation of the solar system, we will learn more about
the planet formation process.

Center Column

long tab

The lower edge of the center column mates to the
third stage of the New Horizons launch vehicle. It
absorbs much of the forces during launch. After
third stage burnout, four spring loaded attachment
points are released pushing the spacecraft clear of
the spent rocket.

In addition to thermal control the MLI helps
protect the spacecraft from micrometeorites.
Incoming particles are shattered and lose
energy as they penetrate MLI layers. The large
spacing between New Horizons MLI layers
serves to disperse the shower of penetrating
debris over larger areas at the lower MLI
layers, spreading out the impact energies.

top tab
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The New Horizons spacecraft and instrument suite were speciﬁcally designed to
use as little power as possible, even so with everything running they require
~190 watts of electricity. At Pluto the sun is only 1/1000 as bright as it is at Earth
making power production with solar cells impractical. Instead New Horizons
uses a Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator (RTG), sometimes called a
‘Space Battery’.
Electricity from heat?
In thermo-electric junctions, specially formulated
materials inhibit atom-to-atom heat transfer
relying on mobile electric charge carriers to
convey thermal energy.

Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator
The Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator
(RTG) uses heat from the decay of Pu238 at
its center to produce electrical power for
the New Horizons spacecraft and its
instrument payload. Thermoelectric
junctions are
less than 10%
efﬁcient, so to produce the 200
watts of electrical power for the
spacecraft, the RTG requires
more than 2000 watts of
thermal energy. Vanes on the
exterior surfaces of the RTG
dissipate this heat away to deep
space.

When one end of a junction is warmed and the
other cooled, thermally excited electrons from
the warm end vibrate about displacing other
electrons towards the cooler end. As long as the
heat is dissipated away from the cool end, the
electrical charge imbalance is maintained and a
few volts of electrical potential is produced.

RTG end cap
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RTG Thermal Shield

This Multi Layer Insulation covered shield
prevents the waste heat radiated by the
RTG from striking the New Horizons
spacecraft. A small amount of heat conducts
through the titanium RTG mount into the
spacecraft structure and is used to keep the

A complementary junction can be made of
materials that use positive charge carriers,
instead of electrons, to convey heat and charge
away from the warm end. Connected beside a
junction of the other type a complete circuit can
be formed, or multiple pairs can be linked to
increase the output voltage.

spacecraft electronics from getting too cold.

Radioactive Decay
Many elements occur in various different
forms, called isotopes, which differ in
the number of neutrons in their
nuclei. The deﬁcit or surplus of
neutrons
make
the
nuclei
energetically unstable causing
them to, randomly over time, drop
or ‘decay’ to more stable states. In
decaying to the more stable states
the energy difference is released as
free particles and heat which ‘radiates’
away.

238

Pu

nucleus

The RTGs on New Horizon use an isotope of
Plutonium Pu238, which has 6 too few neutrons. As it
decays to a stable state, Pu238 emits radiation
alpha
mainly in the form of alpha particles, which consist
particle
of two protons and two neutrons bound
together into a particle identical to a helium
nucleus. At launch the RTG will produce
about
250 watts of electrical power using the
heat
heat of Pu238 decay. With a Pu238 half-life
(the time it takes for half of the radioisotope to
decay) of 88 years, the RTG power will drop to
about 200 watts when New horizons reachs Pluto.
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The size of the High Gain
Antenna (HGA) main dish
affects the spacecrafts
radio
reception
and
transmission. A larger dish
not only collects more
incoming signal, it also
forms the outgoing signal
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When the New Horizons spacecraft is at Pluto its radio signals will take 4 hours 25
minutes to reach Earth. Along the way the 15 watts from the spacecrafts
transmitter will spread out and drop to tens of nano watts collected by the 70m
(230 ft) dishes of the Deep Space Network. If there is enough electrical power at
Pluto, both halves of the spacecrafts redundant radio
system can be used to boost the combined
data rate to 1500 bits per second.
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HGA Secondary Dish
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The Radio Experiment (REX)
fold
sits out in front of the HGA back
dishes. As the spacecraft passes
behind Pluto, with respect to Earth, REX
will precisely measure how incoming radio
signals are affected by the thin Pluto atmosphere.
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The secondary dish acts as a reﬂector between the
main dish and the feedhorn. Outbound signals from the
feedhorn are turned around at the secondary and
spread out to cover the main dish to take advantage of its
full size. Incoming signals, reﬂected and focused by the
main dish, are redirected into the feedhorn and the
receiving electronics.
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The feedhorn directs the radio
signals in and out of the spacecraft, between the transmitting and receiving electronics and the antenna dishes.

